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Hosurlive – Helps In Blood Banking.
iPlacid solutions announced their part in blood banking service in hosurlive. The vital Purpose of creation
of this site is to serve persons, who need blood in emergency and help in saving life.
March 28, 2008 - PRLog -- iPlacid solutions announced their part in blood banking service in hosurlive.
Since India has reached only 45% of voluntary blood donation, it has to be strengthened, 3 lakh units of
blood are required in Delhi of which only 25% comes from voluntary blood donation. Many of these lives
could be saved, if enough safe blood was available so, it’s a responsibility for every person to save a human
life by donating the blood.
Mr.Prathap rajamani, the CEO of iPlacid solutions was very proud to announce that the vital Purpose of
creation of this site is to serve persons, who need blood in emergency and help in saving life. The focus is
made on collecting the blood from the donars and helps them during emergency. This blood donating
service as added a complete meaning for our website. You could also find a List of blood banks in hosur,
Supplier of blood & blood components, Blood collection and distribution, Blood Centres, Blood banking
and tranfusion centres.
Mobilizing voluntary blood donation in a big way and bring about a situation of total voluntary blood
donation in the country is an important thing. Both developed and developing countries face a blood
shortage and 25% of these maternal deaths are associated with the loss of blood. Many of these lives could
be saved if enough safe blood was available.
For safe blood and to save life, simply login to http://www.hosurlive.com
Website: www.iplacid.in
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